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On Oct. 1, a gunman opened
fire during an. English class at
Umpqua Community College in
Roseburg, Ore. He killed nine
people, ranging in age from 18 to
67, and injured nine others. The
events at Umpqua Community
College (UCC) are all too familiar
in a country tormented by frequent
mass shootings.
For the Northwestern Michigan
College
(NMC)
community,
this particular shooting hits close
to home, since it occurred on a
community college campus. As the
UCC community recovers from
this traumatic event, students and
faculty at NMC are left to wonder,
what would happen if a gunman

opened fire on one of our campuses?
“Every situation is different,” Jim
White, assistant director of NMC
Campus Safety and Security, told
the White Pine Press. “For every
scenario you give me, I can give
you a lot of different outcomes.”
Shooting incidents are usually very
unpredictable. For the concern of
students and staff alike, NMC has
emergency procedures in place to
respond to these situations.
According to the campus safety
procedures, a gunman on campus
is classified as a critical event. This
is an event that poses a serious
threat, disrupts normal operations,
and requires a quick response. A
lockdown procedure will be issued

anytime faculty, staff, or campus
safety is alerted to a serious threat
on campus. A 9-1-1 call will be
placed and a code-red emergency
alert will be transmitted through
phone messages, computer alerts,
and email alerts to notify the
campus of the threat. This process
takes place within five minutes of
the threat arising, if not sooner.
Once the campus is locked
down, campus safety will locate
the shooter and monitor his or
her position. In a perfect situation,
this happens within two to three
minutes. However, this is a large
campus; it may take longer for
campus safety to reach buildings
on the opposite side of campus,
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while buildings closer to the
campus safety office can be reached
more quickly. It might also take
longer to respond if the gunman is
at a different campus, such as the
Great Lakes Campus, Aero Park,
or the University Center. • Either
way, campus safety will respond
as quickly as possible. They do not
engage the shooter, but report the
shooter’s location and movements
to law enforcement.
Campus security has a strong
working relationship with the
Traverse City Police Department.
Jim

White
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Gadgets in
Academia

Have you ever been in a class
and your teacher keeps explaining a
concept to you, but you can’t wrap
your head around it? You struggle
and will your brain to understand,
but no clarity is found. It’s the feeling
of having a huge to-do list, but every
time you look at it, it’s blank. These
feelings are often associated with
depression or anxiety, two commonly
occurring mental disorders. Mental
illness can affect anyone, which is
why it’s important to know the signs
and how to seek help.
Everyone’s
experience
with
mental illness is different. Not only
due to the several types of mental
illness, but also according to the level
of the individual’s situation. In other
words, two people suffering from
the same disorder aren’t necessarily
going through the same thing.
Empathy plays an important role in
understanding mental illness. Being
able to recognize what it is and how
people deal with it can give insight
into how these disorders can affect
one’s life. This knowledge precedes
the common goal of treatment.
Knowing the warning signs
of mental illness can aid in early
detection, which in many cases can
be the determining factor of one’s
mental health. A common symptom
can be isolation. If this problem isn’t
addressed, especially in adolescence,
it can lead to more serious degrees
of social distancing or detachment
and trouble in maladaptation,
according to the book Internalizing
and Externalizing Expressions oj
Dysfunction. Other warning signs are
violence and sudden mood changes.
This can also lead to a change in
behavior including lashing out,
distancing oneself from close friends
and family, and changes in physical
appearance (weight loss, weight
gain). If you notice these changes
happening to someone in your life,
it’s important to support them and
let them know they don’t have to go
through it alone.

Continued on pg. 3
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Did you study or work at Northwestern Michigan College between 1951 and 1976?
You are invited to celebrate the first 25 years of the college’s history in photos and to help
build the Osterlin Library Archives’ knowledge of memorabilia from this period at an Open
House Sunday, Oct. 25 at the NMC Osterlin Library. This event is hosted by the NMC
Alumni Relations program at the Foundation.
The Open House will be from 1 to 4 p.m., with light refreshments, historic video viewings
and a special presentation at 2 p.m. This will include time for you to reconnect with former
classmates and professors and to share NMC memories with the group.
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Holiday Art Fair at the Dennos Museum
The annual Dennos Museum Center Holiday Art Fair begins Thursday, Oct. 22, 5
to 8 p.m. and continues through Sunday, Oct. 26, throughout the museum. Fine arts
and crafts from 50 Michigan artists, Christmas and Chanukah gifts, and arts and crafts kits
are just a few of the unique finds at the fair. Hours of the event will be Friday and Saturday
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday 1 to 5 p.m.
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John Ashe, a former president of the U.N. General Assembly and three others were
indicted Tuesday in an alleged bribery scheme. The indictment names Ashe, 61, a former
U.N. ambassador for Antigua and Barbuda. Prosecutors said the scheme provided Ashe with
a vacation in an $85O-per-night suite in New Orleans, a $30,000 basketball court in his
home, $59,000 in tailored clothing, $54,000 in Rolex watches, $40,000 in BMW payments
and $69,000 to join a vacation club. Ashe under-reported his income by more than $1.2
million.

Sony Settles Hacking Lawsuit, To Pay Up To $8 Million
Sony Pictures Entertainment has reached a settlement with current and former employees,
agreeing to pay up to $8 million to reimburse them for identity-theft losses, preventative
measures and legal fees related to the hack of its computers last year. The settlement was filed
with the U.S. District Court in Los Angeles and still needs to be approved by a judge.
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A Bullet-N on College Safety
Continued from pg.1
police chief Jeff O’Brien meet frequently to
keep up to date on safety procedures. An
officer is assigned to each of the four service
areas in Traverse City and provides aroundthe-clock coverage. When a major emergency
call is received, all officers in the area will
respond. This happens within five minutes.
A gunman on campus would also prompt
the involvement of county and state law
enforcement. Upon arrival, a four-person
response team, known as a quad, is assembled
and enters the building to confront the
shooter. According to O’Brien, the quad team
“has no luxury of waiting and must move
quickly to minimize the lives the gunman
claims. “We learned this from the Columbine
shootings,” he said. Once the shooter has been
apprehended, medical personnel are allowed
to enter the scene.
In the aftermath of a shooting, the campus
would be evacuated and an incident command
center would be established to coordinate
police, public relations, and medical
response teams. If the shooting occurred on
the main campus, the incident command
center would most likely be established at
Traverse City Central High School. A public
relations officer, along with the city manager,
county emergency coordinator, and possibly
Homeland Security, would hold a unified press
conference to provide updates addressing the
details of the incident. NMC’s Student Life
Office would provide counseling and trauma-

based therapy to students who were affected
by the event. The campus would be closed for
two to three weeks to allow students time to
recuperate and to allow forensic scientists to
analyze the crime scene.
With all the complexities of the response,
the students’ role can sometimes be forgotten
or overlooked. What can NMC students do to
prepare for this type of emergency? According
to White, one of the most important things
students can do is sign up for the code-red
text and e-mail alerts. Do this by logging on
to my.nmc.edu, clicking on “Quick Links” at
the top of the page, then “Campus Safety.”
On the right side of the page, under “Safety
Tips,” you’ll find a link to NMC Emergency
Alerts.
These alerts help campus safety reach a larger
percentage of students by sending emergency
alerts to the students’ mobile phones.
Students can also benefit from watching the
training video on the campus safety web page.
This video provides “valuable information
for responding to critical and unpredictable
events.” Before an actual lockdown occurs,
take the time to become familiar with your
surroundings. Where are the nearest exits?
Where are the light switches and door locks?
How do I close the window blinds? These
bits of information are helpful during a real
lockdown situation. During a lockdown, it
is very important to follow the instructions
that are given to you. If you’re asked to be

quiet, then BE quiet! Reporting suspicious
activity could help prevent an incident before
it begins. Suspicious activity can be reported
by calling the confidential tip line (231
995-1116). If the situation appears more
concerning and needs immediate attention, it
can be addressed by filing a Red Flag report
on the NMC webpage.
We can plan as much as we want, but
planning is not foolproof. In the case of
Umpqua Community College and similar
shooting incidences, as O’Brien says,
“Unfortunately, we learn from our mistakes.”
As a community, we cannot plan for every
possible situation, but we can provide basic
procedures to minimize risk to those the
gunman seeks to harm.

Counseling services is 231-995-1118
Response timeline for Umpqua Community
College shooting (approximate times):

10:38a.m.—911 dispatchers receive a report
of shots fired (one female shot in Snyder
Hall); Two officers en route (5 miles away)

10:44a.m.—Officers arrive
campus is under lockdown.
10:46a.m.—Officer
gunfire.

reports

campus,

exchanging

10:48a.m.—“Suspect is down.”
10:52a.m.—First report of casualties are
received.

Contact information:

11:09a.m.—All injured victims headed to
hospital.

9-1-1 for emergencies
Confidential tip line is 231-995-1116

11:18a.m.—No additional units needed,
situation is under control (Code 4).

For campus safety & security call
231-995-1111
Grand Traverse Co. Sheriffs Office is
231-995-5000

TC Police Chief can be reached at
231-995-5151

Understanding Mental Illness
Continued from pg.1
Part of the process of accepting and understanding
mental illness is overcoming our preconceived ideas of
what its borders are. Being open and not dismissing
one’s thoughts and feelings when trying to grasp the
concepts behind another’s mind can be tough but
necessary. We need to change our communal idea of
what mental illness is. Being informed about mental
illness, its effects, and how to take action against it are
the first steps towards systematic change.
If you or someone close to you is suffering from
a mental illness, it should be addressed. Sometimes
sitting down and expressing your concerns is the best
thing to do. Keep in mind mental illness is a personal,
individual struggle. Although a hard fact to accept, it’s
ultimately up to the people who are suffering to help
themselves. Speaking out and discussing this topic can
begin the process of bridging the gap between those
with mental illness and others who don’t experience it
first hand.
Supporting someone who struggles with this can be
difficult, especially for those without prior knowledge
or experience with the subject. When offering support
for a friend or loved one suffering from mental illness
,it’s important to be honest, be sensitive, and listen.
Before confronting someone, make sure it’s in an
environment where they feel safe and comfortable.
Being sensitive to the other person’s feelings helps you
understand their point of view and empathize with
them. When discussing issues such as this, keeping an

on

open mind and listening to the other person makes a
big difference and can make or break the conversation.
Seeking help can be difficult at first, even more so
when you’re unsure where to start or what’s causing you
to feel what you do. Remember that what’s happening
isn’t your fault. NetWellness.org presents the factors
that contribute to mental illness and identifies them
as biological, psychological, and social factors. Dealing
with mental illness is a battle in its own. When
seeking help, here are some things to keep in mind:
you’re not the only one who has, or is struggling with
mental illness. The National Alliance on Mental Illness
released the statistic that one in four American adults
suffer from mental illness. Keep your mind open to
treatment; while not for everybody, therapy and/or
medication can help with coping. Reaching out to
support groups is a healthy way to release thoughts and
talk to people going through similar ordeals.
Spreading awareness helps defeat the stigma behind
the mainstream stereotypes surrounding mental
illness. By becoming an advocate and working towards
the cause, you can be a part of the solution. End the
ignorance against mental illness and those affected by
it. With our voices, we can change the world.

@whitepinepress
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Mass Shootings: 1998-2015
Staff
Reports

From the

In light of the recent campus
shooting in Oregon, the White Pine
Press knows it’s important to bring
attention to prior shootings. This is
necessary so that as a community,
all of us can partake in an equally
educated discussion about this
serious problem facing our culture,
regardless of any political affiliation
or bias.

OCT. 1, 2015
9 killed; 9
Roseburg, Ore.

injured:

A gunman identified by authorities
as Christopher Sean HarperMercer shot and killed eight fellow
students and a teacher at Umpqua
Community College. Authorities
described Harper-Mercer, who
recently had moved to Oregon
from Southern California, as a
“hate-filled” individual with anti
religion and white supremacist
leanings who had long struggled
with mental health issues. He
owned 14 weapons, all purchased
legally. Harper-Mercer, 26, killed
himself after exchanging gunfire
with deputies.

JUNE 18, 2015
9 killed:
Charleston, S.C.
Dylann Storm Roof faces nine
counts of murder and three counts
of attempted murder for an attack
that killed nine people at a historic
black church in Charleston, S.C.

Roof, a suspected white supremacist,
started firing on a group gathered
at Emanuel African Methodist
Episcopal Church after first praying
with them. He fled authorities
before being arrested in North
Carolina.

MAY 23, 2014
6 killed, 7 injured:
Isla Vista, Calif.
Elliot Rodger, 22, meticulously
planned his deadly attack on the Isla
Vista community for more than a
year, spending thousands of dollars
in order to arm and train himself
to kill as many people as possible,

LA Times

according to a report released by
the Santa Barbara County Sheriffs
Office. Rodger killed six people
before shooting himself.

JAN 8, 2011

SEPT. 16, 2013

Jared Lee Loughner, 22,
shot
Arizona Rep. Gabrielle Giffords in
the head during a meet-and-greet at
a Tucson supermarket. Six people
were killed and 11 others wounded.
Loughner had been identified by
witnesses as the gunman who fired
at close range with a semiautomatic
pistol before being tackled.

12 killed, 3 injured:
Washington, D.C.
Aaron Alexis, a Navy contractor
and former Navy enlisted man, shot
and killed 12 people and engaged
police in a running firefight through
the sprawling Washington Navy
Yard. He was shot and killed by
authorities.
Authorities later revealed that he
had an extensive Navy disciplinary
record that included several
unauthorized absences from duty,
instances of insubordination and
disorderly conduct, one instance
of being absent without leave, and
several failed inspections. He was
still able to get a security clearance
and purchase a rifle.

6 killed, 11
Tuscon, Ariz.

injured:

FEB 12, 2010

MARCH 24, 1998

3 killed, 3 injured:
Huntsville, Ala.
Amy
Bishop,
45,
was
a
neurobiologist
and
assistant
professor at the University of
Alabama in Huntsville. She shot
and killed three people at a biology
faculty meeting. Bishop was later
sentenced to life in prison without
the possibility of parole.

JUNE 7, 2013
5 killed:
Santa Monica
John Zawahri, an unemployed
23-year-old, killed five people in
an attack that started at his father’s
home and ended at Santa Monica
College, where he was fatally shot
by police in the school’s library.
Santa Monica College remained
closed, and police converged on an
apartment in Mar Vista as part of
the investigation.

DEC. 14, 2012
27 killed, 1 injured:
Newtown, Conn.
A gunman forced his way into
Sandy Hook Elementary School
in Newtown, Conn, and shot and
killed 20 first graders and six adults.
The shooter, Adam Lanza, 20, killed
himselfat the scene. Lanza also killed
his mother at the home they shared,
prior to his shooting rampage. In
emotional remarks from the White
House, President Obama wiped
away tears. “Our hearts are broken
today,” the President said.

NOV 5, 2009
13 killed, 32 injured:
Ft. Hood, Texas
Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan, an Army
psychiatrist, shot and killed 13
people and injured 32 others in a
rampage at Ft. Hood, where he was
based. Authorities state that Hasan
was exchanging emails with Muslim
extremists, including Americanborn radical cleric Anwar Awlaki.

MARCH 5, 2001
2 killed, 13
Santee, Calif.

At Columbine High School, two
senior students, Eric Harris and
Dylan Klebold, murdered a total of
12 students and one teacher. They
injured 21 additional people, with
three others being injured while
attempting to escape the school.
In addition to the shootings, the
complex planned attack involved
a fire bomb to divert firefighters,
propane tanks converted to bombs
placed in the cafeteria, 99 explosive
devices, and bombs rigged in cars.
The perpetrators then committed
suicide.

5 killed, 10 injured:
Jonesboro, Ark.
Middle school students Mitchell
Johnson and Andrew Golden pulled
a fire alarm at their school in a small
rural Arkansas community and
then opened fire on students and
teachers using an arsenal they had
stashed in the nearby woods. Four
students and a teacher who tried to
shield the children were killed and
10 others injured. Because of their
ages, Johnson. 13, and Golden 11,
were sentenced to confinement in
a juvenile facility until they turned
21 (In 2007 and 2005 respectively).

Their current
unknown.

6 killed, 19 injured:
Garden City, New York
Colin Ferguson shoots and kills six
passengers and wounds 19 others on
a Long Island Rail Road commuter
train before being stopped by other
riders. Ferguson is later sentenced to
life in prison.

JULY 1, 1993
8 killed, 6 injured:
San Francisco, Cali.
Gian Luigi Ferri, 55, kills eight
people in an office building in
San Francisco’s financial district.
His rampage begins in the 34thfloor offices of Pettit & Martin, an
international law firm, and ends in a
stairwell between the 29th and 30th
floors where he encounters police
and shoots himself.

Think you may be
pregnant?
We can provide you with vital information
concerning pregnancy through our free
clinical test and ultrasound.

APRIL 20, 1999
12 killed, 21 injured:
Jefferson County, Colo.

Schedule an appointment by
calling

231-929-3488.

Free. Safe. Confidential.
www.know4sure.org
PrtytMcy Care, Ce,rte,r
Our mission is to serve you by providing
important information and professional care
with compassion and integrity
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DEC. 7, 1993

injured:

Santana High student Charles
Andrew Williams, 15, fatally shot
two classmates and wounded 13
others on the campus. He was
apprehended by police in the school
bathroom, where his attack began.
Williams was later sentenced 50
years to life in prison.

whereabouts
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Mayoral Q & A
Breanne Russell

Staff Writer
Jeanine Easterday and Jim Carruthers go head-to-head in
the upcoming Nov. 3 election. Both veteran city commissioners
vie to become Traverse City’s next mayor. The White Pine Press
(WPP) sat down with them to discuss some hot topic issues in
the upcoming elections.

to the times so we can recognize and foster good jobs and
vitality of business in our community. Regarding process, I am
predictable, logical, and well-researched. If elected, I will run
a smooth meeting where all opinions are valued.
Carruthers: My vision for Traverse City is based on how we
grow our town and interact with all people who live, work and
vacation here. I support growth though sensible and smart
development. It’s essential we follow the many years of master
planning that supports growth while maintaining our unique
character. By balancing our needs for growth with the values
our citizens hold, I truly believe we can grow our density at a
more pedestrian scale (as seen on Cass St. downtown) while
maintaining the character that has drawn so many people here.
WPP: At the Meet the Candidates event hosted by UpNorth
Live, you agreed that housing prices are “too damn high”
in TC and additional affordable housing is necessary. What
would you do to remedy this problem?

WPP: Both you and your opponent serve as city
commissioner and have similar opinions on varying issues.
What sets you apart?

Easterday: While my opponent and I may frequently come

to the same vote on social issues, where we vary is on business
and process. Regarding business issues, I believe that a strong
economy does not just happen because we live on a beautiful
bay. We need to constantly work on changing and adapting

Traverse City
Western Michigan

university

Easterday: I do agree that additional housing is necessary
across the board. Data indicates that a worker at minimum
wage would need to work 71 hours/week in order to earn
enough to afford the average rental in NW Michigan.
Millennial (born in 1980 or later) are the first generation
in the modern era to have higher levels of student loan debt,
poverty and unemployment, and lower levels of wealth and
personal income than their two immediate predecessor
generations had at the same stage of their life cycles. Clearly,
some action is needed. In the last seven years, no less than five
housing studies have been completed. If elected, I fully intend
to reconvene the most recent iteration of the Joint Housing
Task Force to implement actionable
items to move this very important issue
forward.
Carruthers: As a commissioner,
I have supported many affordable
housing opportunities.
I help to
create the Neighborhood Enterprise

Zone (NEZ) along 8th Street that provides incentives to
homeowners for upgrades on their properties. I voted to
support selling the Depot property for less than market value
so that affordable housing could be built. I have supported
developer incentives to create affordable opportunities in
new developments. Currently, I have supported a number
of multi-family housing projects providing more affordable
housing options throughout the city and will look at all
available land along our corridors for further affordable
housing development opportunities.
WPP: Many students and young residents work for
minimum wage and live paycheck to paycheck. If the
opportunity arose, would you support a city-wide minimum
wage increase?
Easterday: I believe a city-wide minimum wage increase
would not solve the problem. In fact, it may drive business
out of the city proper and result in exactly the opposite of
what was intended. I believe this is a state and national
concern that must be faced head-on. We must realize that the
increasingly wide gap between the “haves” and “have nots” is
not sustainable and will eventually drastically alter not only
our economy but the social fabric of our society.

Carruthers: Yes, I would support increasing the minimum
wage; however, Michigan House Bill 4160 (as passed by the
Senate) amended the minimum wage law of 1964 to prohibit
a local unit of government from “enacting, maintaining,
or enforcing by any method, either directly or indirectly,
a minimum wage rate greater than the rate specified in the
act.” Based on the Workforce Opportunity Wage Act, the
minimum wage rate will increase again to $8.50 in January
of 2016, $8.90 in January 2017, and $9.25 in January 2018.
However, this is not enough, and I would support a $15.00
minimum wage nationwide.

Continued on pg. 14

PREVENTION
Freshwater Science
and Sustainability
Bachelor’s Degree

IS PLANNED PARENTHOOD

Wednesday, Nov. 18
5:30 p.m.
NMC’s Great Lakes Campus

Register at (231) 995-1846 or
wmich.edu/traversecity/infosession

NMC
University
Center
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When Will We be Allowed

Shooting from the Hip:

to Defend Ourselves?

One Opinion on Gun Safety

Stan Baca

Breanne Russell

Op-Ed Contributor

Staff Writer

I imagine sitting in my morning math class waiting for my coffee to wake me up.
The teacher turns on the projector and asks for any questions about our homework.
My neighbor tells me about his weekend deer hunt in frigid weather and about how
cold it was. The sound of gun fire breaks the silence. “Pop! Pop! Pop!”
I know this sound very well. In the past, I was a man of violence, a soldier of war.
From my experience as a soldier in Iraq, these sounds are all too familiar to me, but
not to my classmates. This alarming sound is followed by screaming and panic. I
react through the chaos, running toward the sound of gunfire, as my brain has been
vigorously trained to do in the past.
Suddenly, I hesitate. I realize that I only have a pocketknife to defend myself. I
still run toward the active school shooter. I will defend my life, my classmates, and
any person until I take my last breath. This is the sheepdog concept that has been
instilled in soldiers such as myself, veterans, police, and responsible citizens. The
problem is there are laws that have been put in place that limit our capabilities to
protect ourselves and one another.
Mass shooters prey on schools because they know that law-abiding citizens, who
are allowed to carry almost everywhere else, will obey the laws and not carry their
firearm in a “Gun Free” zone. A mass shooter knows that he or she will not be
contested until the police (with guns) arrive. But should campuses be gun free?
Here’s a useful analogy. Schools around the country have made their campuses
“Tobacco Free.” But anyone who has been on these campuses can see that putting
up a sign telling people not to smoke does not, in fact, stop people from smoking on
campus. Similarly, a bad man that wants to do evil and commit an atrocious crime
will not obey the law that this campus is “Gun Free.”
Millions of responsible gun owners in America carry firearms every day and do
not carry out mass murder or even use them as an intimidation tool. They do not
want to be seen as “Joe Cool” with the gun. They do not even want people to know
they have a firearm in the first place. According to an article in the Washington
Times, “concealed carriers are among the most law-abiding citizens in the country,
even more so than police officers. In Florida and Texas, permit holders are convicted
of misdemeanors and felonies at one-sixth the rate that police officers are convicted.”
The Washington Times article also stated that since the issuance of concealed carry
permits in Washington, D.C., the violent crime rates have decreased significantly.
Meanwhile, cities with the strictest gun control laws, such as Chicago, New York and
Los Angeles, have the most gun violence in the country.
The issuance of concealed carry permits across the country has also risen. “Since
2007, the number of concealed handgun permits has soared from 4.6 million to over
12.8 million, and murder rates have fallen from 5.6 killings per 100,000 people to
just 4.2, about a 25 percent drop,” according to a report from the Crime Prevention
Research Center. This puts the lie to the myth promulgated by anti-gun individuals
that somehow more law-abiding citizens carrying guns will lead to more crime. In
fact, quite the opposite is the case.
The founding fathers of this country had a vision of a citizenry that was able to
govern itself, protect itself and be responsible for itself. They fought the Revolution
in order to secure the rights of men that no government or hierarchy could take from
them. These rights have been secure because of a well-armed citizenry. Thomas
Jefferson once said, “When governments fear the people, there is liberty. When the
people fear the government, there is tyranny. The strongest reason for the people to
retain the right to keep and bear arms is, as a last resort, to protect themselves against
tyranny in government.”
When a tragedy happens, politicians try to solve the problem in a day. They appeal
to gun control. The Second Amendment is the force that protects all the other rights.
The Second Amendment is not about protecting hunters’ rights to hunt, it is about
keeping tyranny at bay Just as gun control is not about guns but about control.
Being an American means carrying the responsibility of being a citizen and
defending the Constitution and the people of the United States. I am not saying
that you have to go out and buy a gun, strap it on your hip and start patrolling
downtown Traverse City or the campus here at NMC. I am saying that we should
put law-abiding citizens in a position to take this responsibility seriously and be able
to protect others.
During a violent encounter, you should absolutely call the police. But end
gun-free zones at schools and give the students and teachers a chance to defend
themselves. Firefights are violent and bloody. People get wounded and some may die.
These situations are worse when only one person has all the guns.
When will we let the responsible citizens of this country try to help keep the body
counts down?

Imagine NMC’s Milliken auditorium’s 350 seats filled with friends, family, co-workers and fellow
students dead or injured. Shot by a lone gunman. Those who escape with their lives will be forever
scarred by a few moments of terrorism.
We have to consider the possibility. The senseless violence which has occurred in the last 10 years
has left 292 loved-ones killed and an additional 312 injured in mass shootings across America. A
majority of these tragedies have occurred in schools.
These events may seem rare, but that doesn’t make us any safer. Every year, more than 30,000 people
die in gun-related violence. Some of these are criminal acts, some are suicides and others accidents.
According to a Centers for Disease Control report, homicide is the second leading cause of death for
15-24 year-olds and the third leading cause for 25-34 year-olds. This death rate beats out cancer, heart
disease and any other medical condition. Around 68 percent of those homicides were committed using
a firearm. We can no longer ignore the appalling statistics. It is time we demand stricter gun control.
This doesn’t mean taking away Americans’ guns. Although a popular scare tactic used by the
National Rifle Association (NRA), the government simply can’t take legally purchased weapons from
citizens. In 2008, the Supreme Court voted 5-4 that the Second Amendment protects all individuals’
right to own firearms for personal use. So the NRA’s 2015 convention slogan “If they can ban one,
they can ban them all” should be recognized as the erroneous propaganda it is. Even conservative Chief
Justice Warren Burger said the Second Amendment “has been the subject of one of the greatest pieces
of fraud, I repeat the word ‘fraud’, on the American public by special interest groups I have ever seen
in my lifetime.”
In fact, no one is trying to ban anything. We are simply pleading for common sense gun laws.
Do we really believe that trigger-happy gun owners, showcasing their semi-automatic weapons while
shopping for toilet paper, were what the founding fathers had in mind? Of course not. Neither could
they foresee men tally-ill men amassing stockpiles of weapons and protective gear to massacre innocent
victims.
“It’s my constitutional right” can no longer be a reason for our denial. A document written more
than 200 years ago that considered blacks 3/5 s a person certainly can’t speak to the ever-changing
climate in the modern world and is undoubtedly open to some opposing interpretations. Maybe we
can agree on our right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness—Our right to feel safe without a
militarized presence around every corner and our right not to expose our children to violence, weapons
and fear. Former President Dwight Eisenhower was right, “It’ll be a sad day for this country if children
can safely attend their classes only under the protection of armed guards.” And that day is quickly
approaching. Michigan laws currently allow properly licensed gun owners to open carry on school
property, even if the school has dictated it as a gun-free zone. And pressure has been applied to allow
concealed weapons as well.
The truth is the NRA oligarchy spends millions of lobbying dollars spewing fallacies to mislead
the American people. While some are on the extreme ends of the debate, most people seek a workable
compromise. We respect the right to bear arms and we own guns ourselves or know others who own
guns. The difference is we can accept that gun violence is out of hand and something must be done.
Yes, I suppose we could go all Wild West. Or we could come up with a civilized solution.
I propose the following:
Close the gun show loophole which does not require private-party sellers to do background checks,
record gun sales or ask for buyer identification.
Ban semi-automatic weapons. Seriously, who needs a military-grade weapon to defend themselves?
Tax ammunition as you would cigarettes and alcohol. Use the increased revenue to support
investigations into illegal firearms.
Set a cap on the amount of firearms one can own. You don’t need a cache of weapons to protect
yourself.
Require a mental health examination to determine that a buyer is not only mentally stable but could
handle a high stress situation and safely handle their weapon. Almost 2/3 of all guns used in mass
shootings, where mental health was a contributing factor, were obtained legally.
Require firearm testing and training with a license-to-own expiration date and renewal fee. The
rules that apply to driving should also apply to guns.
Unless purchasing a hunting rifle, the legal age for owning a firearm should be 21. You can’t drink
until you are 21; you shouldn’t be able to own a deadly weapon.
A mandatory waiting period for all firearms should be imposed across the board. Waiting periods
not only allow for sufficient background checks, they give impulsive, potentially dangerous buyers time
to re-think their actions.
America is a mixing pot. We all have to survive together. Someone’s right to own a weapon should
not infringe on my right not to fear everyone I come into contact with because they might be armed.
If we could trust every gun owner to make rational decisions, understand how to responsibly use their
weapon to protect themselves and those around them and respect others’ choice not to own a weapon
then perhaps we wouldn’t be having this debate. Unfortunately, that threshold of understanding hasn’t
been reached and unless we stop buying into gun-enthusiasts’ fanaticism, it never will. Owning a gun
is not just a right. It is a privilege; one that can protect a life and one that can just as easily take a life.
Let’s just hope it isn’t ours.
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Faculty Wants Window Blinds

STUDENT SAMPLING

To: Tim Nelson, President
From: Faculty Council
Re: Ongoing Safety Issue
Date: October 4, 2015

Compiled by Laureen Horan

Dear Tim,
We are writing on behalf of Faculty Council and the 20 faculty members, full-time and adjunct, who
attended the regularly scheduled FC meeting on Friday, October 2nd; they authorized the drafting of this
memo concerning an ongoing safety issue at NMC.
At the conclusion of the Sat. 10/3 RE article on NMC campus safety, you refer to the incomprehensible
suffering of friends and relatives of the Umpqua shooting victims as, “ . . . beyond imagination.” And yet
many of us on NMC campuses imagine frequently what we would try to do if faced with a shooter in our
hallways, classrooms or offices. We imagine urging students to dive beneath tables, to overturn tables as
shields, to seek cover in classrooms that have glass windows on hallways. In an attempt to prepare for such
an emergency, we have even tried crouching beneath those windows, the only place not in the direct line
of vision from a shooter in the hallway, only to realize our heads and those of our students are completely
visible to anyone peering downward through the glass.
Our imaginings are not unreasonable given the frequency of school shootings in America today. When
we show our campus safety video, as we are required to do in all classes each semester, we and our students
are reminded that closing blinds on classroom windows is an important safety measure. Except that our
classrooms have no blinds. As culinary student Justine Lozowski remarks in the same RE article, “It’s not
like we have bullet-proof glass (in classrooms).”
This security concern is not a new one. For several years now the faculty has asked that the need be
addressed, and as recently as August 11th of this year the Chair of an academic area based in Scholars Hall
sent a message to Vicki Cook asking if we were moving forward “with blinds in the classrooms.” Vicki
responded, “we have not moved forward .. . We continue to tell folks to turn off lights and to do what they
can to remain out of sight as much as possible.”
The Chair then forwarded this response to you on August 14th, indicating that Vicki’s response wasn’t
adequate and that we needed a “better answer.” Neither you nor a designee responded.
We all understand that as an open access college, we are vulnerable and that we can’t (and don’t want)
to turn our campus into a fortress. But installing blinds or other appropriate coverings on classroom hall
windows is hardly excessive, particularly when students, faculty and staff are vulnerable not just in Scholars
Hall, but in other buildings and on different campuses.
The lack of any response back in August resounds at such a difficult time, an ironic echo of indifference.
We know that we will never be perfectly safe, but our students should be able to look at our classroom
windows after watching that safety video and see that blinds (or the equivalent) are in place. Indeed, we
notice that the hall windows to your office complex in the Tanis Building are now covered. And blinds have
been installed in TCAPS classrooms with large windows facing out into hallways.
Our own Assistant Director of Campus Safety and Security, Jim White, reminds us that it isn’t a matter
of if, but rather of when a potentially violent incident occurs at NMC. We urge you to respond to our
concerns at this difficult time.
Sincerely,
Faculty Council

October 8
“I wanted to let you know we have received the memo from Faculty Council regarding NMC’s
safety protocol and facility design. I am in the process of reviewing our protocol and facility design
with Jim White, Director of Security.
NMC takes the security of our employees and students very seriously and we review and improve our
procedures every year. Changes in NMC’s procedures or facility design are based on FEMA (Federal
Emergency Management Agency) recommendations. We are revisiting our procedures and facility design
with respect to their recommended protocol.”

Vicki Cook
Vice President of Finance and Administration

WRITE US A LETTER
OUR POLICY: White Pine Press accepts
letters to the editor from members of the
college and community. Letters should
be less than 400 words, typewritten,
and signed with your name, address and
phone number. Letters may be edited
for clarity, grammar, spelling and length.
Opinions expressed are not necessarily
those of The White Pine Press staff or
any college employee.

BY MAIL:
Mail submissions to:
White Pine Press
Letters to the Editor
1701 East Front St.
Traverse City, Ml 49686
BY EMAIL: whitepinepress@gmail.com
BY FAX: (231)995-2110

The family members of shooting
victims launched a campaign

called "No Notoreity," aimed at
discouraging news coverage of

mass murders.
"Should the names of mass

murderers be released to the
public?"
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Domestic Violence Awareness
Awareness begins with information
Staff Writer
October is National Domestic Violence Awareness month,
presenting an opportunity to spotlight an issue plaguing our
society: domestic violence. It has become such an issue that
one in four women will be involved in an abusive relationship
in their lifetime. One percent is too much, let alone 25. It’s
time we talk about it. Action needs to be taken; spreading
awareness is the first step.
Awareness begins with information. Domestic violence can
present itselfin a variety ofways. It’s important to know the signs
of an abusive relationship. The relationship doesn’t always start
off violent, but it can escalate quickly. Safe Horizon highlights
the 10 signs of violence and abuse: if your partner accuses you
of cheating, makes you feel worthless, hurts you physically,
threatens to hurt themselves to manipulate you, controls who
you see/what you do, isolates you, pressures or forces sex upon
you, stalks you, or harasses you. These interactions can take
their toll not just on the individual being assaulted, but also
those close to them. Children who are subjected to this can
also suffer under the abuser both physically and mentally.
Being able to identify an abusive relationship plays part in
being able to find a solution. The next step is seeking help.
Traverse City is home to the Women’s Resource Center,
as well as multiple counselors who specialize in domestic
violence cases. Remember to be cautious when approaching
situations like this, as they are generally delicate. Having these

resources provides support for people in abusive situations,
which is crucial to fixing the problem. Without shelters and
hotlines, there would be no place for victims to receive help.
By providing information and opportunities to get help, it
can prompt victims to seek it out. If someone you know is in
an abusive relationship, it’s important to both support them
and encourage them to seek help. Make sure not to blame the
victim; be conscious that some people in situations as these
are not always given the resources or knowledge to understand
what’s happening in their relationship.
Domestic violence doesn’t solely affect women; men are
often subjected to abuse as well. According to the National
Domestic Violence Hotline, one in seven men have been the
victims of severe violence from their partner in their lifetime.
Recognizing that anyone can be a victim is key to making
sure everyone who needs help, gets help. Though media has
commonly portrayed domestic violence as male on female
within a heterosexual relationship, anyone can be a victim. It
is not gender, ethnicity, or age-based. With the current biased
media portrayal of domestic abuse, it can make it difficult for
people who are in hetero-normative relationships to seek help.
The effects of domestic violence aren’t restricted to physical,
but also emotional, economically, and mental. Aside from the
repercussions of physical assault, abuse can cause a higher
rate of mental disorders in victims. This includes depression,

anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder, and problems sleeping.
The impact of domestic abuse economically totals over $37
billion per year in legal, medical, and law enforcement. But
the effects of untreated domestic violence is what’s really
costly. Not only are these victims’ lives at risk, but their futures
as well. According to the Journal of Interpersonal Violence,
male children who grow up in these households are twice
as likely to abuse a partner or child later on in life; females
exposed are more likely to be victims in the future. The cycle
surrounding abusers and their victims is a vicious one, passed
down through generations. When informing people about
what domestic violence is, its effects, and how to combat it,
we’re taking action that will improve both present and future
conditions surrounding it. It’s time for us to break this cycle.
The number one fact about domestic violence according
to Safe Horizon is that most cases are never reported. Abuse is
a poison in our society; in order to detox, we need to address
the problem and then devise solutions. You can help the
cause; become an advocate, bring awareness, talk about it, and
change things.

National Domestic Violence Hotline: 1-800-799-7233
(open 24/7)
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Power of a Positive Attitude
I Andrew Lurndahl

(staff Writer
Life. We experience it every day. Every day can unfold
in some unexpected way and your perspective can change
drastically throughout the course of a day. Good or bad,
we all have different ways of dealing with whatever trials we
may experience. Some people go through life with a relatively
carefree and easy outlook, while others allow the stress to take
control of their lives. People get through life with a either a
glass-half-full mentality or they prefer to indulge in a glass
that’s half-empty. Is either way good or bad? Is there an
advantage to thinking in a positive way? Does this help us
as individuals to think positively about hardships or issues we
may come to endure? Stress is something that we all have to
deal with whether we like it or not. There’s no better way to
handle stress than with positivity.
So what does an individual do when nothing seems to be
going right and everything has become a struggle? According
to Remez Sasson, a teacher of self-improvement techniques,
positive thinking helps improve our energy and happiness
while our health also sees benefits. Sasson also says that
the benefits of a positive attitude can make great changes in
our social lives. “We affect, and are affected by, the people
we meet, in one way or another. This happens instinctively
and on a subconscious level, through words, thoughts and
feelings, and through body language.
Is it any wonder that we want to be around positive people

and prefer to avoid negative ones?”
There appears to be quite a few obvious benefits to having
positive thinking and a positive attitude in an individual’s life.
“Once a negative thought enters your mind, you have to be
aware of it and endeavor to replace it with a constructive one.
If the negative thought returns, replace it again with a positive
one,” Sasson says. Negative thoughts tend to be the first
thoughts that pop into our heads. It seems the challenge then
becomes overcoming the negative thoughts and replacing
them with a more optimistic point of view, allowing our
brains to be encouraging and positive.
An article published by the staff at the Mayo Clinic states,
“It’s unclear why people who engage in positive thinking
experience these health benefits. One theory is that having
a positive outlook enables you to cope better with stressful
situations, which reduces the harmful health effects of stress
on your body.” Stress is something that we all can understand,
especially as college students who have the demand of doing
well in school as well as living busy lives outside of the
classroom. We all want to do our best, but oftentimes our
best comes with a lot of stress. Avoiding stress and learning
to take time to relax can be challenging when individuals have
busy schedules. Finding the time and the things we enjoy can
become part of the challenge. Meeting that challenge can be
very important in achieving a positive attitude.

Living in Northern Michigan, individuals are never short
of opportunities to find different and exciting ways to relax.
There are lots of great outdoor activities, local events, and
places to socialize that can help individuals unwind from a
long day. “Reading a good book in the evening after a long day
helps the stress disappear,” says Grand Valley student Tristan
Dostal. “Exercise, eating right, and getting a good amount of
sleep always seems to help my mind keep perspective and stay
focused. I find that as a student, having a positive mindset
puts me in a much better position to succeed. It’s easy to
fall into negativity when you don’t do so well on a test or get
a bad grade on your paper, but looking for ways to improve
and staying positive helps with keep the stress from becoming
overwhelming.”
It tends to be the one thing that many of us overlook. We
often fail to make sure that we take a little time everyday for
ourselves to get away from the world for a few minutes and
just relax. Choosing which glass we want to see can have an
impact, both good and bad, on our lives. We live in such a
fast- paced world today that it is easy to get caught up in the
stress and distractions. Keeping a positive mindset goes a long
way, and having a positive mentality will help set us on the
path to success.

Staying Energized without Caffeine
I Ross Michels

(staff Writer
So you’re sitting in the classroom dozing
off, not writing your notes. You stay up
late that night because you’re behind on
schoolwork (due to the fact that you didn’t
take notes) and then you barely get any sleep.
Every day, it’s the same. Stay up late playing
catch-up, wake up exhausted. We’ve all been
there, and many of us tend to turn to caffeine
to give us the jolt we need to keep going.
While it seems to work at first, that cup of
coffee or that sugar-loaded can of Monster
isn’t going to keep you feeling awake for long.
In fact, sugar and caffeine causes you to end
up feeling more sluggish than you did before.
As students with busy lives, it’s important to
know how to stay awake and alert throughout
the day.
One suggested tip is to have upbeat music
quietly playing throughout the day. Keeping
your music on a low volume helps you occupy
the less-busy parts ofyour brain and help your
mind not wander so you don’t feel as drowsy.
Carrie Trogan, head chef of NMC’s cafeteria,
also has some tips on how to stay energized

throughout the day. “I always suggest plain
filtered water, because staying hydrated is
key to staying energized. Your body is like a
car and water is the oil. Without water, your
body can’t function. We have free filtered
water fountains specifically for water bottles.”
Another way to stay awake is working out a
little bit every day. Exercising is a sure way to
keep yourself awake, so intense exercise is not
recommended before bed. Being physically
exhausted isn’t fun when you are trying to stay
up late. Just do enough to get energized. So if
you’re doing your homework on the weekend
during the evening and you’re starting feeling
drowsy, doing about 20 fast-paced pushups
should help you stay awake. If you don’t like
pushups, find a short workout that works for
you.
There are other reasons to avoid slamming
caffeine all day every day, besides the
inevitable crash. Large caffeine intake leads to
dry mouth, dry skin, headaches, constipation
and potentially dizziness. Drink hydrating
fluids instead to help increase your energy and

decrease physical symptoms of dehydration.”
Sleep disturbances can also be caused by
caffeine consumption. Caffeine has a half-life
in the body of approximately six hours. Thus,
if you drink about 200 milligrams of caffeine
at noon, you will still have 100 milligrams
in your system at 6 p.m. By midnight, 50
milligrams of the stimulant remains in your
body. Though sleep may come, it may not
be a restful, deep sleep. Getting good sleep
is key to staying energized throughout the
day. The problem is, most college students
try to skip out on sleep. This is usually due
to either socializing with friends or trying
to finish homework. Most college students
get 6 to 8 hours of sleep per night. If you’re
not getting enough sleep, you’re going to feel
exhausted and tired throughout the day. As a
quick review, here’s a summary of what steps
you can take to feel alert and focused.

If you’re not getting at least eight and a half
hours of sleep, you’re not getting enough.

Stay hydrated—If you’re not drinking at
least 75 ounces a day, you’re not drinking
enough water. If you’re not drinking enough
water, you’re going to feel more tired
throughout the day.
Don’t drink caffeine—Believe it or not,
it will make you feel energized for about
an hour, and then you will feel drained
throughout most of the day. People who
drink coffee are more likely to get less sleep.

A object in motion will stay in motion—
doing a small workout throughout the day
will help you stay awake and energized.

Getting rest—Getting a good night’s sleep is
key to staying energized throughout the day.

*
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Gadgets in Academia
Ross Michels

[staff Writer
With the recent release of the new iPhone 6s and 6s Plus,
the tech world is buzzing with excitement. As you wander
around campus, it’s likely that most people you encounter will
have a smartphone device of some kind. It begs the question,
are smartphones really necessary to have in class? While they
may be distracting at times, these devices are very capable
of actually helping students get ahead in class. Learning a
different language? Apps like Duolingo and Rosetta Stone can
help you learn anything from Spanish to Japanese. Tools that
are commonly used in class, such as Google Docs or Microsoft
Office, are also available in app form on smartphones. Ihe
Mathway app helps students better comprehend the steps they
need to take to solve an equation.
Many NMC students do their math homework through a
program called Hawks. Hawks is an online tool that college
professors have been using to assign homework and other
math-related projects. While this program is mostly aimed
for use on a desktop or laptop, the site is also very mobilefriendly. This makes it convenient for students to quickly and
comfortably access their assignments. This is especially useful
for students who have a smartphone but no computer at home.
Instead of having to use a friends computer or make a trip
to the library, homework can be done at home. When asked
what apps she uses the most for homework, student Catherine
Chambers responded, “it depends on the subject. You can use
a thesaurus, translator app and the Internet. Also, since I use
my iPod, I have Dropbox and Microsoft Office.” For math

homework, she explained why she prefers using her calculator
app rather than a real calculator. “I use the TI-84 calculator on
my phone because I don’t own a scientific calculator and that
saved me $ 115-S130.” Personally, I paid $ 140 for my graphing
calculator.
Not everyone agrees that smartphones and classes should be
mixed, though. Student Zack Trester said, “I find phones very
distracting and they stop me from focusing on my homework
sometimes. When you’re doing math homework and you
hear your phone go off for a text message it’s really hard not
to look.” This is true for many people, because sometimes
there could be an emergency or an important reason for
someone to contact you, and so we tend to check our phone
any time it makes a sound. Student Larissa Fisher weighed in
on the subject, saying “smartphones make it easier to ac'
information for school, which in turn can allow a student
be more efficient. But it can also be distracting since most kit
will stop what they’re doing the moment they get a Facebook
notification and text messages. That can prolong the time it
takes finish a homework assignment.”
Mike Gillette offers a professor’s perspective. “I think
smartphones are more distracting in the classroom because
it feels like every three minutes every student looks at their
phone. Phones have become such a necessity for some people
that when they forget their phone at their house, they panic.
Now for homework, that’s a different story. A lot of students
now can do all their math homework wherever they’re at with

their smartphone through Hawks. I wish I could’ve done that
when I was in college!” Other instructors on campus had
similar responses. While smartphones may not be the greatest
tool to use in the classroom setting, they’re wonderful gadgets
to have for studying and homework.

Graphic Design by Kenna Marar
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Mayoral Q J (A
Continued from pg. 5
WPP: With many young residents and students leaving
Traverse City in search of higher wages and affordable housing,
how would you entice them to stay?
Easterday: It is only in recent years that I have seen a

resurgence of young people returning to the area. In order to
foster that trend, we need to be open to the changes that will
entice young people to stay. The largest group of employed
individuals is now the millennials. They prefer dense,
metropolitan cites, with housing options and transportation
options, all close to the action. We need to do whatever we
can to support them if we expect them to support us (I’m one
of the us!).
Carruthers: I would start by encouraging lower tuition
rates at our college. Too many students are graduating with
too much educational debt, and the cost of education must
be lowered so all people have the opportunity for furthering
their educational goals.
I would also encourage local
businesses to start paying a fair living wage so more of our
young professionals can stay here once they graduate. I will
also continue to support the development of housing options
for students and young professionals so they can have better
opportunities here.

WPP: Younger adults are less likely to vote, and in many
cases, feel their vote doesn’t matter. What would you say to get
them to the polls?
Easterday: One vote has made a huge difference in the
outcome of many historical decisions and can make a huge
difference in local elections as well. I believe our country is

suffering from a sense of political apathy that does nothing
to turn the tide. It is only through active participation to
have your voice heard that young people can be a part of
the discussion. I encourage you to google “Does One Vote
Matter?” to find a wealth of information on the importance
of one vote.
Carruthers: I would remind young adults of the 2000
George W. Bush vs. A1 Gore presidential race where the
election came down to a few hundred votes and where, for
the first time in 112 years, the popular vote lost out to the
Electoral College (a system that needs changing). Bottom line
is every vote counts and our democracy and way of life in the
United States of America depends on citizens voting. It’s a
right that should not be ignored.
WPP: Why should you be elected mayor of Traverse City?
Easterday: I am knowledgeable, experienced, and reasoned
in my approach to city issues. We need strong, well-directed
leadership to take us into a future that is unlike any that has
come before us. I am collaborative, respectful, and passionate
about this community. If elected, I will work diligently to earn
the trust you invest in me with your vote.

Carruthers: I’m running based on my experience and
willingness to serve my community. I was first elected to
City Commission in 2007 and re-elected in 2011. I’m a 1995
recipient of the Sara Hardy Humanitarian Award and 2011
ACLU Dean Robb Unsung Hero Award for Social Justice. I
value Traverse City’s past and future and will do all that I can
to keep it a great place.

WPP: What was your favorite class in school/college and

why?
Easterday: My favorite classes have always been those
that stimulate dialogue and delve into the human experience.
Human beings are such complex characters. We can never
learn enough about the body-mind-soul connection and how
we relate with our environment.

Carruthers: Honestly, my favorite class in college
was Human Sexuality. It was through that class and the
interaction with my professor and the students that I gained
the understanding and willingness to believe in myself and in
who I was as a person. It enabled me to come out as a gay man
and become a leader in my community today. All lives matter
and all people have a voice. Never let anyone stifle your voice
or limit your opinions because we all count.

You can virtually meet all the candidates for both mayor
and city commissioner and learn more about their positions
on local issues at:
tcchamber.org/legislative-advocacy/q-a-with-the-candidates

For information regarding registering to vote, where to vote
and absentee ballets, visit:
traversecitymi.gov/registertovote.asp

Read the complete interview at: whitepinpress.org

Comic by Kenna Marar

Goat accused
of robbery
POLICE in Nigeria are
holding a goat on
suspicion of attempted
armed robbery.
Vigilantes seized the
black and white goat,
saying it was an armed
robber who had used
black magic to trans
form himself into an ani
mal to escape after try
ing to steal a Mazda 323.
A spokesman for police
in the eastern state of
Kwara said: ‘The goat is
in our custody.
‘Vigilantes saw some
hoodlums attempting to
rob a car. One escaped
while the other turned
into a goat?
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reach thanks to the partnership between Perris State
University and Northwestern Michigan College. Take
your Ferris classes on the campus of NMC and walk into
your future without walking away from your community.
Be focused. Be successful right where you are.
NMC
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Climbing at NMC
Devon Hains

Staff Writer

ROGER RALEY CLIMBING "THE
OPEN BOOK" IN PALMER.

After attending the rock climbing
course again this semester, I felt obligated
to spread the word about this awesome
opportunity offered here at NMC. Many
of you may have scrolled passed the rock
climbing course while registering for
classes and briefly entertained the idea
of attending. Most students might aim
strictly down the route of their major
for selecting classes, but for those of you
who enjoy the outdoors, I would highly
recommend this class.
It entails one lecture where students
learn about the safety aspects and climbing
techniques, sign paperwork, and discuss
the weekend field trip. The students then
meet early Friday morning to head to
the Upper Peninsula for a weekend of
camping and climbing in the Marquette
area. Friday is spent at a climb called the
Negaunee slab, which is a sloped quartzite
rock face about 60 feet high. This serves as
the beginning climb to help students work
into the climbing that follows on Saturday.
Students spend Saturday climbing all
day in Palmer, a very small town located
just south of the National Iron Mine.
There are around six different climbs
the instructor sets up along the granite
cliffside overlooking a marshy wetland that
sits in front of a vast forest. Each climb
has multiple routes to the top, and once
you get there, it is imperative you take a
moment to appreciate the view.

This course was first offered here at
NMC back in 1987. Back then, NMC
hired an organization called Bay Area
Adventure School to instruct the climbing
course. Frank Dituri and Keith Tampa
lead the program for Bay Area adventure
schools until 1997 when the funding for
this organization was cut. It was then
that NMC enlisted the help of Dituri
and Tampa to continue providing these
outdoor recreation options for the students
at NMC. Tampa now does backpacking,
caving, and winter travel classes here
at NMC. Dituri is heavily involved in
environmental conservation efforts, which
limits his ability to instruct the rock
climbing course, but if it was not for him,
this class would not be an option. Justin
Coen now helps Pete LaCourse, the head
physical education coordinator, with the
lecturing and leads the weekend camping
trip. Coen first started climbing when he
took this class at NMC back in 1998. He
then gained more experience while working
at a climbing wall downstate and spending
time climbing at the Mohonk Preserve in
New York. Upon returning to Northern
Michigan, Coen contacted Dituri, offering
his help to instruct the class. Ever since
NMC began offering transportation for
this course, attendance has increased.
Students used to
carpool together
to make it to the

camping and climbing sites.
Many of you might wonder how
something like rock climbing is necessary
to your education. I can say out of personal
experience that the mental aspect of
looking at these tall granite cliffsides and
thinking, “no way,” then actually reaching
the top, is a very gratifying sensation. I
asked LaCourse, someone who has been
involved with this class since first offered
at NMC, how he had seen this class
positively affect those who attend. “You
may have one or two hundred friends on
Facebook, but after this class you will have
12 real friends.” There is truth to those
words; the group of students that went this
fall is now attempting to start a student
group for outdoor recreation, and calling
it X-Team Outdoors, with aims to bring
together students who enjoy outdoor
activities of all kinds. So try something
new, step outside your comfort zone, and
reconnect with nature while clinging to a
cliffside!

MARK JORDAN (IN BROWN), ZACH GILBERT (IN GREY), MEGAN CURTIS (SCARF),
REPPELLING THE NEGAUNEE SLAB

MADALYN POPP HIKING ALONG
THE GRANITE CLIFFSIDE IN PALMER.
. Devon Hains

